Using results drawn from the pages of PRL [1] , the authors comment on "Semiconducting Layered Blue Phosphorus: A Computational Study". In recent letter [1] unknown phase of phosphorus with high stability and a wide fundamental gap was proposed by Zhu, and Tománek. The first half of the comment questioned elements of phosphorus blue structure, while the second half devoted to van der Waals forces between AB stacked blue phosphorus layers which missed by them.
Converting a mono-layer of black to blue phosphorus, they used dislocation with constantlocal band angles and changed z lattice vector direction. This dislocation is not complete method for predicting new structure, While predicting a new system is available via ab initio evolutionary algorithm implemented for instance in USPEX code [2] [3] [4] .
Using USPEX code accompanied with VASP [5] , We found black phosphorous as the most stable structure and after that the blue phosphorous is stable with the difference energy of 2.62 eV. The interlayer distance, d int , in above structure from USPEX prediction for Black and Blue ph. is 5.78 and 3.56Å that is near to our results from ven der Waals calculation in table I. Then in monolayer structure, we found black monolayar is 0.034 eV stable than blue phosphorous monolayer. Presented here, reveals, the interlayer distance adopted in the letter are not in fact the most stable distance. The phosphorus layers, especially in blue configuration, stacked together by van der Waals interactions, like graphite [7] .
The Brillouin zone of primitive cell for all calculation was sampled using 10×10×1 k points in standard DFT calculation pseudo-potential methods by Quantum Espresso (QE) (ecutwfc=40.0 and ecutrho=500) [6] . figure 1 ). we repeated this calculation for black phosphorus, so interlayer distance reached its minimum in ≃ 5.6Å, in accordance with experimental results [7] . The difference between minimum energy level and straight energy level in black one is around 0. 
